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The Commonwealth Scholarship Commission in the United Kingdom (CSC) is responsible for managing

Britain’s contribution to the Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan (CSFP).

The CSC supports around 700 new awards annually. Awards are funded by the Department for International Dev -

elop ment (for developing Commonwealth countries), and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, the Department

for Business, Innovation and Skills and the Scottish Government (for developed Common wealth countries), in

conjunction with UK universities. The CSC also nominates UK citizens for scholarships to study in other

Commonwealth countries under the CSFP.

The CSC is a non-departmental public body in its own right, and seeks to conform to all relevant guidelines on

good practice. Members are appointed in line with the Code of Practice of the Office of the Commissioner for

Public Appointments. No remun er ation is paid to Commissioners, except for out-of-pocket expenses and an

honorarium of £250 for each selection committee for which they assess applications. The Chair also receives an

honorarium of £6,000 per annum, in respect of three days work per month. The CSC’s secretariat is provided by

the Association of Commonwealth Universities; financial and welfare support for scholars is provided by the

British Council.

The CSFP is an international programme under which member governments offer scholarships and fellow ships to

citizens of other Commonwealth countries. The Plan was established at the first Commonwealth education

conference in 1959 and is reviewed by Ministers at their triennial meetings – the only scholarship scheme in the

world to receive such high-level recognition.
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Commonwealth Scholarships for PhD research

Commonwealth Scholarships for 

Master’s study

Available for postgraduate study at a UK univ ersity

which has a funding agreement with the CSC.

Candidates should apply in the first instance to the

national nominating agency of their resident country.

These agencies are listed on pages 36-40 of this

report. Additional nominations are sought each year

from developing country universities and other

sources. The deadline for nominations for the acad -

emic year 2011-2012 is 21 December 2010.

Commonwealth Shared Scholarships

These awards, for developing country students who

would not otherwise be able to undertake Master’s-

level study in the UK, are supported jointly by the

CSC and host universities. Individual universities are

invited each year to bid for such awards by the end

of May, and candid ates should apply directly to the

institution con cerned. Where institutions have not

specified a closing date, candidates should contact the

institution to ascertain the latest date that the

institution is willing to accept applications.

Commonwealth Academic Fellowships

These awards are targeted to specific countries. They

are aimed at mid-career staff in developing country

universities, and provide for up to six months’ work

at a UK institution. Nominations are made directly

from the universities and the countries concerned.

The deadline for nominations for the academic year

2011-2012 is 21 December 2010.

Commonwealth Split-site Scholarships

These awards support candidates who are under -

taking doctoral study at a university in their home

country to spend up to one year at a UK university as

part of their academic work. Nominations for awards

are accepted from national nominating agencies and

developing country universities. The deadline for

nominations for the academic year 2011-2012 is 

21 December 2010.

Commonwealth Professional Fellowships

These awards offer mid-career professionals from

developing Commonwealth countries an opportunity

to spend a period (typically three months) with a UK

host organisation working in a relevant field.

Applications are invited each year by April from UK

organ is ations that wish to host such awards – these

can be from any sector, although the recipients of

awards must not hold a full-time academic position.  

Commonwealth Distance Learning

Scholarships

These awards allow developing country students to

secure Master’s-level qualifications from UK instit ut -

ions through distance learning study. The scholarships

are only available for specific courses selected by the

CSC on the basis of their quality and relevance to

development. UK universities are invited to register

an expression of interest for the CSC to support their

course by September 2010.

Commonwealth Scholarships and Fellowships in the UK

The CSC makes available seven types of award:

For further information on all the scholarship and fellowship opportunities offered by the CSC, please visit

www.cscuk.org.uk

Please note that the above summaries are intended for guidance only. Candidates should consult the CSC

website before deciding whether to apply. Please note that, in all of the above cases, the deadlines stated

are for nominations to be received by the CSC from relevant agencies and host institutions, and individual

applications should be made to these bodies and not to the CSC directly. The CSC regrets that it is not

able to respond to unsolicited applications.
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Introduction

We have the honour to submit, pursuant to Schedule 2, Section 13, Clause (5) 2 of the International

Development Act 2002, the following report of the Commonwealth Scholarship Commission in the

United Kingdom for the year ending 30 September 2009.

Professor Tim Unwin

Chair

Dr John Kirkland

Executive Secretary

2009 marks the 50th anniversary of the Comm -

onwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan.

During this anniversary year, the scheme received

overwhelming endorsement at the 17th Conference

of Commonwealth Education Ministers. Evaluation

activities have demonstrated its significant develop -

ment impact. A new endowment fund has been

launched to support Commonwealth Scholarships

hosted by developing countries. These developments

reflect the genuinely Commonwealth-wide nature of

the Plan – and the high esteem in which it is held

internationally.

The Commonwealth Scholarship Commission seeks

to ensure that the United Kingdom remains at the

forefront of these activities, and that our investment

in the Plan is used to best effect. Our awards range

from postgraduate scholarships supporting the very

best talent from throughout the Commonwealth, to

mid-career fellowships for staff in key development

professions, to distance learning awards for individ -

uals who remain in their home countries to study

while working in related occupations.

Most of the CSC’s work is development orientated.

Recent studies suggest that over 88% of our alumni

are working in their home countries, overwhelmingly

in areas that contribute to social and economic dev -

el opment. They also have an outstanding record in

reaching senior-level positions, and in maintaining

contact with the UK. This range of objectives is

reflected by our sources of funding from across

government. Whilst the Department for International

Development remains our largest funder, we are also

grateful for contributions from the Department of

Bus iness, Innovation and Skills, the Foreign and

Comm   onwealth Office, the Scottish Government, and

UK universities as well.

The CSC also prides itself on keeping admin ist -

rative costs to a minimum: some 9% of total exp en -

diture, and even less if in-kind contributions are

taken into account. This would not be possible with -

out our many stakeholders who contribute their time

for free. Thanks in particular go to our specialist

academic advisers and national agencies (listed on

pages 35-40), who ensure that our work meets high

standards as well as being part of a genuinely

international partnership.

In previous years, the CSC has produced a longer

and more detailed Annual Report. In line with current

government requirements, this year’s Report is reduced

in length and detail, covering only the core statistics

of our work during the year, in a format that will

facilitate historical comparisons. More details of our

work and the people and programmes that we

support  – in the form of an Annual Review – can be

found on our web site at www.cscuk.org. uk, which

readers are encouraged to visit.
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To mark its 50th year, the CSC awarded two

special Anniversary Scholarships in 2009, for

studies of particular relevance to the Commonwealth

and its objectives. Lara de Klerk is one of our

Commonwealth Anniversary Scholars; she is from

South Africa and is studying a PhD in Global Govern -

ance at the University of Edinburgh.

‘My research examines the role of women in the

security sector reform process in South Africa, with

a particular focus on female parliamentarians. The

purpose is to ascertain the extent to which women’s

voices are heard within the security arena, and the

manner in which their skills and experiences are

translated into policies and programmes which

enhance and improve the security outlook of the

state.

‘My Commonwealth Anniversary Scholarship has

presented numerous prospects for enriching both

my research and my personal skills. The exposure

to international perspectives on the subject has

enabled a more nuanced understanding of how

the current security paradigm has evolved, and the

manner in which Western philosophies continue to

shape African responses to security matters. At the

same time, this recognition of external influences

has also highlighted the achievements of indigenous

actors in reformulating accepted strategies in the

pursuit of peace and stability, pioneering new means

of fostering inclusive and responsive governance

structures which create spaces for debate for

marginalised groups.

‘The lessons learnt through this research will be

applicable to other developing states undergoing

transitions, whether political or post-conflict. The

CSC has provided me with the means to acquire

the necessary knowledge and skills to realise my

goals, and their support encourages pragmatic

idealists such as myself to actively engage with the

challenges facing our countries and pursue work -

able solutions.’

Our other Commonwealth Scholar is Wilson

Prichard, from Canada, who is studying for a

DPhil in Economic Governance and Reform in East

and West Africa at the Institute of Development

Studies (IDS), University of Sussex.

‘As I approach the completion of my DPhil, I

have been lucky enough to have opportunities to

publicise my research, and to work directly with

international organisations and civil society to begin

to transform research into practice. My research

deals with the centrality of taxation to the emer -

gence of responsive and accountable governance

through the construction of implicit “fiscal con tracts”

between citizens and governments. I con ducted

case study research in Ghana, Kenya and Ethiopia,

which not only provided the material for my thesis,

but allowed me to develop a rich understanding of

the practical context of taxation in those countries

and to build an important network of professional

contacts. Drawing on this work, I was able to publish

an initial working paper through IDS, while addit -

ional papers are on the way, along with hopes for

a book in the not too distant future.

‘While success of my research alone has been

hugely rewarding, I have also had opportunities to

link my research into networks of policy advocacy

and practice. I initially partnered with a civil society

consortium in Ghana to publish a report and, since

then, I have continued to act as a primary resource

person for a variety of civil society initiatives in the

UK and across Africa, and have more recently

collaborated with DFID and the OECD on efforts to

make tax issues more central to their aid agendas,

and particularly to their efforts to foster public

engagement and accountability.’

Scholarships

The Commonwealth Scholarship Commission provides a wide range of awards to support a diverse range

of candidates and needs. Commonwealth Scholarships support both PhD research and Master’s study at

UK universities. Commonwealth Split-Site Scholarships enable those undertaking PhD studies at overseas

institutions to spend a year at a UK institution as part of their research. The CSC also provides

Commonwealth Shared Scholarships, in partnership with UK universities.

Lara de Klerk, Commonwealth

Scholar from South Africa

Wilson Prichard,

Commonwealth Anniversary

Scholar from Canada
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Rabeya Khatoon is a Commonwealth Scholar

from Bangladesh – she completed her MSc in

Economics and Econometrics at the University of

Manchester in 2009.

‘Before coming to the UK, I served as a lecturer

at the University of Dhaka. It has become a trad -

ition for advanced students at the Department of

Economics to go for higher studies abroad,

especially in the UK, but support from scholarship

schemes is necessary.

‘Among the different branches of economics,

econometrics is the most technical and provides

the basis of judgment for empirical research on

which we construct economic policy. While in

Bangladesh, I worked on several research projects

in macroeconomics and trade that involved the use

of econometric techniques for policy analysis.

Having completed my MSc focusing on theoretical

econometrics, I am better able to handle the

advanced tools necessary to enhance the credibility

of such work.

‘My Commonwealth Scholarship was of great

value to my career. It gave me the opportunity to

gain expertise, helped me to select my area of

spec  ial isation, and improved my chances of

winning further awards. I hope to continue both

teaching and research at the University of Dhaka.’

Commonwealth Scholar Shanmugam Palaniyandi,

from India, completed his PhD in Biometh en at -

ion for Power Generation at the University of Leeds

in 2008.

‘I had been conducting research on generating

biogas and power from industrial solid and liquid

waste, focusing on generating methane. I realised

that producing biogas rich in methane from organic

solid waste contributes to global warming when

this biogas is converted to power.

‘My research looks at the feasibility of prod uc -

ing biogas rich in hydrogen for green and clean

energy. After hydrogen generation, the residual

organic waste is re-used for methane generation;

this two-stage process leads to the complete red -

uction of pollution strength from the waste. This

process achieves a triple benefit of generating power,

generating revenue and reducing climate change,

as solid waste releases more greenhouse gases

when managed through open dumping, in cin erat -

ion, and landfilling.

‘I have now returned to the Central Leather

Research Institute, Chennai (CLRI), where I have

been promoted to Senior Scientist. The research I

undertook in the UK is now being applied on a

large scale in India as a pilot plant to generate

hydrogen followed by methane from organic

industrial/municipal solid waste. This is expected to

solve the energy crisis and climate change prob -

lems in India, creating a better environment and

increasing life expectancy. I have initiated a large

research group at CLRI, and plan to teach them

using skills gained during my PhD to assist me in

revolutionising the production of hydrogen and

methane for power generation.’

Canadian Commonwealth Scholar Karin von

Ompteda completed her MPhil in Commun ic -

ation Art and Design at the Royal College of Art in

2009.

‘Millions of people worldwide experience diffic -

ulties with their vision and associated barriers to

reading, which are becoming more prevalent.

Designers have a critical role to play in this context

through the production of “inclusive” commun ic -

ations accessible to people with visual impairments.

Yet this area of research is young, with design

guidelines and typefaces not yet supported by a

strong scientific foundation. One reason for this is

the lack of connection between two major fields

concerned with the topic: vision science and

communication design.

‘With my background in biology and graphic

design, I embarked on an interdisciplinary research

programme focused on the integration of scientific

and design approaches to typeface legibility. The

Royal College of Art was the ideal institution for

the research, as it is an international leader in inc -

lusive design as well as interdisciplinary and

practice-led research. The latter has allowed me to

focus on the design of an experimental typeface as

a core part of my degree. This research programme

would not have been possible without the opport -

unity to study overseas, as postgraduate studies

within universities of art and design in Canada are

at an early stage.

‘Upon returning to Canada, I plan to continue

my research on inclusive communications as a

design professor, contributing to the continued

development of the field internationally, as well as

to the development of postgraduate design

research in Canada. I also plan to pursue my goal

Shanmugam Palaniyandi,

Commonwealth Scholar 

from India
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of bringing inclusive design and basic

vision science to the undergraduate

curriculum for comm un ic ation design

students. Lastly, my role will extend

outside the academic community as

an inclusive communications consult -

ant for both practicing designers and

government, as Canada continues to

develop its disabilities-related legis lat -

ion and foster a truly inclusive

society.’

Alexander Park is a Common -

wealth Scholar from Australia, and

finished his Master of Public Admin ist -

ration (MPA) degree at the London

School of Economics and Political

Science in 2009.

‘The MPA covered all aspects of public policy

including budgeting, public management, econ -

om  ics and political science, as well as optional

courses such as environmental policy and comm -

unications regulation. I learned a lot from the course

because of some excellent professors and an inc -

red ibly diverse range of classmates with fas cin at ing

previous experiences. I never expected to learn so

much about public transport in Colombia, Italian

telecommunications policy or the Irish Parliament!

‘The opportunities to learn about public policy

extended well beyond the classroom. Over the

summer in 2008, I worked for the Cabinet Office

Strategy Unit. Working in Whitehall was a great

experience and it was very exciting to be at the

centre of strategic policy development in Britain.

‘After graduating in July 2009, I temporarily moved

to Geneva to work for the International Telecomm -

unication Union (ITU), the United Nations spec ial -

ised agency for telecommunications and inform -

ation and communications technologies. The

know ledge I gained during my studies in the UK

was invaluable for my work at the ITU.

‘In the future, I would like to work in the Aust -

ralian public sector, possibly also spending more

time in academia or working overseas to gain

exper ience in other public services. Thanks to my

Commonwealth Scholarship, I’ll be armed with a

range of new skills and experiences to help me

tackle the exciting challenges that lie ahead.’

Wazed Ali, from India, is a Commonwealth

Split-Site Scholar at the University of Bolton and

the Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi. He is study -

ing for a PhD in Medical Textiles, and his research

aims to harness the antibacterial properties of natural

product-based materials.

‘During my time spent at the University of

Bolton, I learnt to think about research problems in

a different way and in a highly-enriched scientific

environment, and developed the skills of writing a

good research article. I had the opportunity to

inter act with and learn from eminent professors in

different fields, and presenting papers at inter -

national conferences has extended my networking

in related fields. I was also able to use different

sophisticated instruments to characterise samples

and a dust-free clean working environment for

nano technology work. The cultural mix and learning

about different cultures from all over the globe

have enriched my mind.

‘After returning to India, I would like to imp -

lement all my newly-developed research skills in

industry or in academia. In the near future, I plan

to set up a production unit to make different anti -

bacterial textile products. I will try my best to

collaborate with different international industries

and research institutions from all over the world

with the help of Commonwealth networks.’

Emma Marjorie Awuku, from Ghana, held a

Commonwealth Shared Scholarship at the Univ -

ersity of Oxford in 2008, studying for an MSc in

Environmental Change and Management.

‘My MSc course was been a real eye-opener. I

chose to research ecosystem services and human

wellbeing, with a focus on basic material for a

good life because, although all of the world’s major

ecosystems are being subjected to unsustainable

use, with a decline in the supply of vital ecosystem

services, human life in the world’s poorest regions

remains the most threatened. This is due to

margin alisation and the limitations of freedom and

choice in accessing market alternatives imposed by

low income levels.

‘My project was jointly undertaken with the

United Nations Environment Programme’s World

Conservation Monitoring Centre in Cambridge, and

it sought to investigate the links between man -

grove ecosystem integrity and basic material for a

good life in a subsistence community in Ghana.

Karin von Ompteda,

Commonwealth Scholar 

from Canada
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The results indicate that, even though local people

do derive components of their wellbeing from the

mangrove forests, the contribution made by these

to the supply of basic material for a good life is not

exactly immense. This is due to the relatively young

age of new plantations and to the conservation

and sustainability measures adopted, meaning that

the full array of goods and services from the

mangrove ecosystem are not yet enjoyed to a great

degree. There is, however, hope and expectation

that this will change with time and, in the future, I

hope to be part of an institution that will be able to

channel this knowledge and others of its kind into

formulating policies to better suit the needs of local

people while ensuring environmental sustain ability.’

Sylvester Isang, also from Ghana, was a Comm -

onwealth Shared Scholar studying MSc Leader -

ship in Sustainable Development at Queen’s Univ er -

sity Belfast in 2008.

‘The vision that I set to achieve at the end of my

course was to be equipped with the requisite

knowledge and skills in sustainable development

which will automatically make me an ambassador

of sustainable development back in my home

country.

‘Having being equipped with enormous skills, I

am now poised to bring them to bear on the dev -

elopment of my community in particular and my

country in general. I will return to the classroom as

a teacher, and I intend to establish sustainable dev -

elopment clubs in my school and nearby schools to

impact sustainability issues into the mindsets of the

youth.

‘My medium to long-term plan for putting to

use the skills I have acquired through my Comm -

onwealth Shared Scholarship is to team up with

other inspired young achievers in my community to

set up a voluntary youth organisation that will

champion sustainable development in Ghana and

across the African continent in five thematic areas

– namely education for sustainable development,

governance and democracy, environmental sustain -

ability, economic sustainability, and social sustain -

ability.’

Commonwealth Shared Scholar Collins Aseka,

from Kenya, studied for an MA in Poverty and

Development at the Institute of Development Studies,

University of Sussex in 2008.

‘Coming from a very poor family in Kenya, there

was no way I was going to be able to pursue the

course without external financial assistance. I am

therefore very grateful to the Commonwealth Scholar-

ship Commission for offering me the chance to

redefine my career while enabling me to positively

impact on the lives of thousands of poor people I

have worked with and those that I look forward to

working with in the future.

‘My course has helped me to acquire a deeper

practical knowledge and a significant range of val -

uable skills that will enable me to engage prof ess -

ionally in the design, implementation, monitoring

and evaluation of different efforts in poverty red -

uction. In addition, I have built new networks with

people from different countries with whom I inter -

acted during the course. By engaging with them, I

have learned best practices in development from

different countries. Drawing from a rich pool of

successful case studies, I am now able to engage

more confidently in a wide spectrum of develop -

ment debates, policy thinking and programme

strategies.

‘Hence, at a time when Kenya is experiencing

myriad poverty challenges, I look forward to working

with several stakeholders in developing prevent -

ative and mitigation strategies to tackle such

problems. I am sure that the valuable knowledge

and skills I have acquired will be useful in my

efforts.’

Collins Aseka, Commonwealth

Shared Scholar from Kenya
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Melaine D’Cruze is a Comm -

onwealth Distance Learning Scholar

from Pakistan. She comp leted her MA

in Education and International Dev -

elopment at the Institute of Education,

Univer sity of London, in 2008.

‘My experience of studying under

the mentor ship of the Institute of Educ -

ation has been enrich ing and reward -

ing. The whole educational exper ience

of interacting with the faculty and fellow students

and the wide range of literature prov ided by the

course enabled tremendous learning opportunities

which provided me with in-depth understanding of

learning, education and develop ment. My special

interest in the planning and management of open

learning and the educational significance of e-

learn ing and ICT integration for teachers drove me

to relate everything that I was studying to that

particular perspective. During the face to face com -

ponent of the programme, I benefited greatly from

the library, IT facilities and direct face-to-face

contact with faculty and students.

‘After the completion of my studies, I was app -

ointed to the position of Assistant Manager,

eLearning at the Aga Khan University Institute for

Educational Development (AKU-IED). This position

calls for the implementation of e-learning tools,

and support and training for the users of these

technologies. The skills and knowledge obtained

have helped me to manage and plan for the open

learning and e-learning initiatives at AKU-IED in a

better way. Among other opportunities, the best is

that I have been empowered to actively interact

with faculty at the institution to integrate ICT and

e-learning in their existing taught courses and to

teach in-service teachers enrolled in our Certificate

or Master’s in Education programmes how to

implement and apply e-learning and ICT in teach -

ing and learning. These opportunities make me

feel that I am indeed making a difference, albeit in

a small way, to the educational sector of Pakistan.’

Another student on the MA Education and Inter -

national Development course at the Institute of

Education, University of London, Francis Maina

Kangata was awarded a Commonwealth Distance

Learning Scholarship in 2007.

‘I am a Kenyan, born and raised in Kibera, one

of the largest slums in East Africa, and I have had

the opportunity to experience first-hand the chall -

enges associated with poverty, ill health and low

education levels. My Commonwealth Scholarship

has brought me one step closer to realising my

long-term goals by providing with the critical skills

to make a difference to society.

‘My MA course has bolstered my experience in

strengthening health systems in Kenya by provid -

ing me with the academic background to part ic ip -

ate in operations research using variable particip -

atory methodologies that are applicable in the dev -

elopment sector. Furthermore, studying by dist ance

allowed me to continue working (as a programme

manager at a community health NGO in Kenya), so

I could pursue critical work experience and study at

the same time.

‘Having gained a deeper understanding of

educ ation, health and international development

and the critical linkages therein, I am well qualified

to advise on and advocate for effective inter vent -

ions in strengthening health workforce and health

systems at country and local levels in sub-Saharan

Africa. As I look towards my vision of working with

underprivileged communities in Kenya, I strongly

feel that my Commonwealth Scholarship has

provided me with the requisite stepping stone to

building capacity that can make a difference.’

Continuing professional development

The Commonwealth Scholarship Commission is committed to supporting mid-career academics and

professionals in developing Commonwealth countries. Commonwealth Distance Learning Scholarships

allow students to remain in their home countries and in their jobs, while learning and implementing new

skills and knowledge. Commonwealth Professional Fellowships provide training opportunities for those

working in development fields.

Melaine D’Cruze,

Commonwealth Distance

Learning Scholar from Pakistan,

training teachers in e-learning
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Dr Shamprasad Pujar, Deputy Librarian at the

Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research,

India, held a Professional Fellowship at the Institute

of Development Studies, University of Sussex in

2008. He set up a blog to record and communicate

all that he learnt during his time in the UK.

‘I have had a unique opportunity to grasp

several novel things through my Commonwealth

Professional Fellowship and the whole experience

was enlightening and a great learning experience.

At the Institute of Development Studies (IDS), I

worked with different teams within the information

department responsible for running a group of

knowledge services, in order to find out more about

these services and explore the possibility of

collaboration and implementing similar services at

my home institution. From working with these groups

I learnt how to map, monitor, evaluate and market

an information product, as well how to undertake a

SWOT analysis. I also gained a good insight into

various aspects of portal design, sourcing of

content and application of editorial policies.

‘In addition to my work at IDS, I attended train -

ing programmes and conferences and visited other

institutes and libraries in order to learn about their

services and best practices and to explore the

possibility of collaboration and funding.

‘As far as the outcome of my Fellowship is con -

cerned, collaboration emerged for a metadata exch -

ange of articles published in selected Indian social

science journals. Additionally, I have been enrolled

as a core member of the IK Mediary net work, an

emerging global network of organisations that play

a knowledge and information inter med iary role in

development. My training in Web 2.0 has enabled

me to train fellow library and inform ation science

professionals in implementing these technologies,

and library users in making use of these services for

undertaking research and enhancing their collabor -

ations. In a nutshell, my Common wealth Fellowship

was very rewarding and its impact will be life-long.’

Denge Lugayu is a Project Manager for AMREF

Kenya’s water and sanitation project in Eastern

Kenya, which aims to improve access to safe water,

good sanitation and hygiene practices in order to

control and prevent water and sanitation-related dis -

eases. Denge’s role involves project management

and constant monitoring and evaluation of the proj -

ect, and his Comm on wealth Professional Fellowship

at AMREF in the UK in 2008

intended to boost these skills to

improve the performance and

outcomes of the project. Since

ret urning to Kenya, Denge has

finalised a monitoring and eval -

uation plan for his project and

has supported colleagues to do

the same, using skills he learnt

during his Fellowship. He has also

been given more challenging

resp on sib ilities, such as coordin -

at ing an EU-funded water and sanitation prog ra mme

in Kenya and supporting an AMREF train ing prog ramme.

Richard Ssendenge, a Senior Research Off icer

(Science) at the Parl  iament of Uganda, held a

Common wealth Prof essional Fellowship at the Parl -

iamentary Office for Science and Technology (POST)

in late 2008. Dr Chandrika Nath, a Parliamentary

Scientific Adviser at POST reported on the value of

hosting a Professional Fellowship.

‘The main value of Richard’s Fellowship was that

it enabled us to understand his level of ability and

that of his colleagues by working with him on a

daily basis. We are running a programme of cap -

acity building activities in African parliaments, and

spending three months with a potential beneficiary

is the best possible way to understand their needs.

‘The Commonwealth Fellowship was the first

opportunity our team had ever had to work with

one of our counterparts from an overseas parlia -

ment. It gave us a new perspective on our own

working methods, as well as a unique insight into

the conditions and constraints faced by staff work -

ing in some developing country parliaments, which

has enabled us to better understand how we can

find mutually beneficial ways of collaborating with

those parliaments in future.’

Francis Kangata,

Commonwealth Distance

Learning Scholar from Kenya,

conducting a baseline study for

an urban community health

programme in Zanzibar

Dr Shamprasad Pujar 

holding a session during

his Common wealth 

Professional Fellowship
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Capacity development in higher education

In view of the critical need to support capacity development in higher education institutions in developing

countries, the Commonwealth Scholarship Commission continues to offer Academic Staff Scholarships for

postgraduate study and Academic Fellowships to university employees. These awards produce alumni who

return to their institutions able to transfer knowledge and skills gained while in the UK, as well as enabling

the development of collaborative initiatives and university partnerships which can lead to even greater

impact.

Elizabeth Kamchedzera was nominated for a

Commonwealth Academic Staff Scholarship by

the University of Malawi, where she is a Lecturer in

the Faculty of Education. Her area of focus is special

needs education, and her Scholarship has given her

the opportunity to carry out seminal research on the

education of pupils with disabilities in Malawi’s

secondary schools, focussing on inclusion policy,

practice and experiences.

‘To respond to disability-related inequalities in

education, Malawi, as a party to international

human rights frameworks, adopted a policy of

inclusive education. Before my PhD research, no

study had been conducted to explore the policy-to-

practice contexts and experiences of pupils with

disabilities and their teachers in secondary schools.

My study makes a distinct contribution to know -

ledge generation and transfer in Southern Africa,

through its investigation and analysis of current

inclusion policy-to-practice contexts in Malawi. At a

more practical level, my study will also carry implic -

ations for the professional training and develop -

ment of both new and experienced teachers on

delivering inclusive education, and hence support

the longer-term improvement of inclusive policy

and practice in Malawian sec ond ary schools.

‘I have been supervised by an experienced and

focused professor of education who is a leader in

research. Through her supervision, I have acquired

new research and analytical skills and enhanced

the skills that I already had. I have also interacted

with other researchers, which has greatly improved

my ability to undertake research. The research and

learning environment at the University of Warwick

is excellent, enabling me to produce quality work.

During my time of study, I have been able to know,

understand, and use conceptual and anal yt ical

tools, many of which I have used in my work. As I

have researched amidst excellent support and

guidance, I have discovered new knowledge, per -

spectives, and tools.

‘I am now a much more experienced and critical

academic researcher and special education special -

ist than I was when I enrolled on the programme.

With the knowledge and skills I have gained, I will

have the confidence and compet ence to undertake

curriculum review in special needs education at the

University of Malawi, carry out high-quality research

to influence the devel opment of knowledge and

policy, lecture with greater confidence on the curr -

ent debates and controv ersies in the field, and

assist the government of Malawi to achieve effect -

iveness in the implem ent ation of inclusive education

policy in the country. Finally, I am fully committed

to dissemination of the findings from my study at

national and international conferences, as well as

through both international peer-reviewed and

professional journal papers. By such means, I hope

that I can communicate the experience I have

gained as a Commonwealth Scholar and the

opportunity that it has afforded.’

Dr Mufiza Fia Kapadia is a Commonwealth

Academic Staff Scholar working towards a PhD

in Reproductive Health Epidemiology and Public

Health at the University of Edinburgh, where she is

currently evaluating chlamydia testing and treatment

services in community pharmacies in Lothian.

‘As an international student, this topic was very

challenging for me, given the fact that I had no

understanding and experience of the British health

care system. However, my Scholarship has given

me new opportunities for in-depth study of public

health service delivery through primary care. It has

also provided opportunities for training and exper -

ience in a broad set of research skills, both

quantitative and qualitative, and to attend policy,

service planning and training course development

meetings. It will also enable me to develop expert -

ise in survey analysis and questionnaire design,

quantitative and analytical skills by obtaining access

to and analysing the routinely-collected sexual health
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data available in Scotland, and expert ise in multi-

faceted evaluation of a new sexual health service. I

have also had an invaluable opp ortunity to coll ab -

orate with leading experts in community sexual

health and community pharmacy policy, service

planning and service delivery, and to gain insight

into the range of issues affecting real-world service

development and evaluation.

‘There are marked differences between the

Pakistani and British health care systems, but there

are also striking similarities, with regard to the

challenges inherent in the provision of health educ -

ation/promotion to those with scant educ ation,

societal views on sexual activity and gaining access

to sexual health services, and cultural taboos on

the discussion of sexual matters. While inadequacy

of resources and lack of infrastructure is a major

dilemma in delivering sexual health at primary care

level in Pakistan, perhaps the worst consequence of

not undertaking adequate manage ment of sexually

transmitted infections (STIs) is the increased risk of

re-infection from partners, thus adding to the burden

of already meagre resources. As a result of my PhD,

I will be able on reflect on my work and develop a

multifaceted evaluation of sexual health delivery in

a resource-poor setting such as Pakistan. I will be

more confident in my abilities and able to take a

step back and look at strategies that could be

useful in developing cost-effective programmes for

sexual health delivery in Pakistan.’

Praveen Kumar Gupta, Molecular Virologist at

the Indian Veterinary Research Institute, held a

Commonwealth Academic Fellowship for six months

at the Institute for Animal Health, Compton (BBSRC).

During his Fellowship, he worked on developing

poultry vaccines using reverse genetics, and learned

new emerging technologies for vaccine develop -

ment, vaccine delivery and disease diagnostics.

‘During my Commonwealth Academic Fellowship,

I acquired skills on highly versatile reverse genetics

systems which allow us to manipulated viral vacc -

ine strains to produce recombinant vaccines

containing protective antigens of other pathogens.

These recombinant viruses have the potential to be

applied in in ovo vaccination technology to induce

protection against avian influenza, Marek’s disease

and infectious bronchitis viral infections in poultry.

‘This training increased my understanding and

capability to design and develop new vaccines and

diagnostic tests that ultimately will result in a

reduction in the infection rate and an increase in

productivity of farm animals and poultry. The

know ledge and skills gained during my Fellowship

will also be disseminated to the research staff and

students within my institute and scientists all over

India.’

Praveen Kumar Gupta,

Commonwealth Academic

Fellow from India
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Commonwealth Scholarship Commission: membership 

For the year ending 30 September 2009

Professor Trudy Harpham

(Chair to 31 December 2008)

Department of Urban Development and

Policy, London South Bank University

Professor Tim Unwin

(Chair from 1 January 2009)

UNESCO Chair in ICT4D and Professor of

Geography, Royal Holloway, University of

London

Dr Hilary Perraton

(Deputy Chair to 30 April 2009)

Research Associate, Von Hügel Institute, St

Edmund’s College, University of Cambridge

Sir Brian Donnelly KBE, CMG

(Deputy Chair from 1 May 2009)

Former British Ambassador to Yugoslavia

and Zimbabwe

Dr Denis Blight AO, FRSA

(to 31 March 2009)

Independent consultant on international

education; Chairman, LIS Pty Ltd (StudyLink)

Professor Mark Cleary

Vice-Chancellor, University of Bradford

Dr Mark Collins

Director, Commonwealth Foundation

Dr Monica Darnbrough CBE

Independent consultant and writer on life

science issues; former Director, Bioscience

Unit, Department of Trade and Industry

Professor Ann Floyd

Former Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Open University

Dr Norman Geddes

Solutions Architect, QinetiQ

Professor Christine Humfrey

Special Professor in International Higher

Education, University of Nottingham

Professor Nyovani Madise

Deputy Head, School of Social Sciences,

University of Southampton

Ms Kathy Mansfield

Former Senior Governance Advisor, DFID

Mr Richard Middleton

Chief Operating Officer, Aston University

Professor William Stephens

Change Programme Director, 

Cranfield University

Dr Rosemary Stevenson

Former Head, DFID South Asia

Ms Ros Wade

Director, Education for Sustainability

Programme, London South Bank University

Professor Jonathan Wastling

Head of Preclinical Veterinary Science,

University of Liverpool

Officers:

Dr John Kirkland

Executive Secretary

Dr Jonathan Jenkins

Assistant Secretary
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